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News Release <English version>                                    

Unify Platform AG 

March 2020 

 

Disruptive Innovation Venture (DIV) collaboration with Japan and Switzerland manage 

International R&D platform whom all researchers over the world can participate fairly.  

Development and management for UNIFY™️ Platform 

Notice about the establishment of Unify Platform AG 

 

Chemiteras Inc.(HQ: Yokohama city, Kanagawa pre., Japan  CEO: Mr. Tokinori 

Terada) that researches and develops the brain action drugs, next generation anti gout 

drugs and compound semiconductor technology and WinMedics Co. Ltd. (HQ: Chiyoda-

ku, Tokyo, Japan  CEO: Mr. Shigeru Shiraki) that researches and develops anti cancer 

formulation with Swedish medical institutes have established Unify Platform AG in Zug, 

Switzerland on Dec. 2019.  

 

Zug is very famous as the center of Crypto Valley and one of the best areas in the 

world for start0ups because of the support system including tax structure. We have 

decided this area as our global business basis by international business location 

research. UNIFY™️ is R&D platform for not only the general researchers in developed 

countries but also the researchers who is not in good condition of R&D in developing 

countries. This platform enables to get the financial support timely and equally from the 

audience over the world for entrepreneur researchers and indicate the rating system to 

evaluate the researchers also fairly by its own patented AI algorism. This will be helpful 

for company, medical institute and so on to hire and business matching with outstanding 

researchers whom they cannot find themselves. The target person are entrepreneur 

researchers on all academic field associate with SDGs advocated by United Nation. 

（ UNIFY™️ has been applicated for patent.） 

 

At present, UNIFY™️ is developing by our sophisticated technology team in Japan, 

Switzerland, German, Korea, Republic of South Africa, UK and Sweden and planned to 

launch on June 2020. 
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  Company name：Unify Platform AG 

  Address：Grafenauweg 8, 6300 Zug, Switzerland 

  Establishment：19 December 2019 

  Capital：100,000 CHF 

 

Commemorative photo in front of the Swiss Federal Government（from the right, Mr. Shiraki as CEO of 

WinMedics, Mr. Terada as CEO of Chemiteras, Founder of Unify Platform AG and Mr. Karita as CFO of 

WinMedics Holdings） 

 

   

Please refer to the following.  

https://unify21.com 

 

 

 

 


